LJ-PT™ Steam Joint with Advanced Syphon System

Improve Reliability

High-pressures and high-speeds require a joint and syphon system designed specifically for corrugating applications. The LJ-PT rod-supported joint and journal-mounted locking elbow system offers improved reliability and runnability for all single facer positions including upper and lower corrugating rolls, pressure rolls, preheat rolls, and preconditioner rolls.

**Features**

- Balanced seal design with AI technology
- On-machine measurement of seal wear
- Seal plate compensates for misalignment
- Stainless steel locking syphon elbow
- Journal-mounted support system

**Benefits**

- Increased reliability
- Extended seal life, reduced maintenance frequency
- Minimized seal loading and seal wear
- No piping modifications, easy upgrade
- Repeatable syphon clearance setting
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